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Yunmai Document Recognition SDK is a handy development kit that was designed to help advanced
computer users such as programmers and software developers implement OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) capabilities into their applications. Users can integrate the functions mentioned above
in PC programs and mobile applications alike. The OCR features can make it possible for the end-
user to extract text fragments from image files and even create text documents that can be edited
later without considerable effort. These abilities can come in handy especially whenever it is needed
to process a lot of paper documents by turning them into virtual ones. Developers who choose to
implement the functions mentioned above can enhance their programs significantly with various
capabilities. For instance, OCR-friendly applications can extract text from an image or a non-editable
document and create a new, editable one. However, Yunmai Document Recognition SDK packs extra
features, such as automatic image cropping or automatic document position detection and edge
trimming for more accurate results. Additionally, in some cases it is possible to receive suggestions
straight from the host application since the engine can detect potential errors and offers suggestions
for both words and characters. Organizing scanned content is also one of the features this SDK
comes with. Scanned images can be automatically placed into a few possible categories, which
include ID card, business card, passport or text document. Yunmai Document Recognition SDK
Description: In order to create a new document, you should first install the prerequisites. Then, press
“New Document” button on the main page and follow the instructions. In case you have the
appropriate template files, you can click on “New Document from Template” button on the main
page. You can choose a template file from the template drop-down box, specify the page count,
background color and font. You can also find instructions on how to import text-images from a folder
in the Help section. When you have a new document, you can switch between pdf and ink as well as
open another document with the same template. You can share the document link with your friends.
After the document is ready, you can save it in PDF, PNG, JPG or JPEG format. In order to create a
new document, you should first install the prerequisites. Then, press “New Document” button on the
main page and follow the instructions. In case you have the appropriate template files, you can click
on “
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Yunmai Document Recognition SDK has 3 main capabilities: • OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
integration and text extraction (10+) • Supported with Chinese and English languages. • Automatic
image cropping and page detection to facilitate easier identification. What is Yunmai Document
Recognition SDK? This Yunmai Document Recognition SDK allows developers to integrate the OCR
functions they require into their applications quickly and easily. The Yunmai Document Recognition
SDK is a powerful library that helps developers detect the position of a document, automatically set
the size and cropping of images, split and filter content, extract text or enter it manually into a form,
create ID card, business card and passport-like documents from a single image or a series of images
that have been collected, and much more. A developer can also use the Yunmai Document
Recognition SDK to recognize a document and enhance the general user experience. What are the
Key Features of Yunmai Document Recognition SDK? Software developers can implement the OCR
(Optical Character Recognition) functions and text extraction skills of the Yunmai Document
Recognition SDK into their applications quickly and easily. • Supports English and Chinese
languages. • Automatic cropping and page detection of images. • Extraction of the content from a
single image or a group of images. • Extraction of text from a single image or a group of images, and
enter it into a form. • Extraction of text from a single image or a group of images, and enter it into a
form. • Extraction of text from a single image or a group of images, and enter it into a form. •
Extract the content from a single image or a group of images to create an ID card, business card,
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passport-like document, or any other category. • Sorting of scanned content. What is Yunmai
Document Recognition SDK and How Does It Work? Yunmai Document Recognition SDK offers a
number of document recognition and text extraction functionality that are designed specifically for
developers. One of the things that make the Yunmai Document Recognition SDK so special is that it
is designed for both applications on PC and for Android platforms. How Does Yunmai Document
Recognition SDK Work for Android Applications? Yunmai Document Recognition SDK is designed
specifically for Android developers, and it is totally compatible with Samsung, HTC, Motorola, Sony,
LG, Sony, Acer b7e8fdf5c8
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Yunmai Document Recognition SDK

Yunmai Document Recognition SDK allows you to perform Optical Character Recognition, also known
as OCR, tasks without the need for additional conversion tools. It helps you to extract text from
image or scanned documents. At the same time it allows you to convert the extracted text into
editable document format such as PDF, DOC or HTML. This SDK allows not only your application but
also your end user to receive benefits from this technology.If this is your first visit, be sure to check
out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the
register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit
from the selection below. Please review the Forum Rules frequently as we are constantly trying to
improve the forum for our members and visitors. imported post Hi all, I joined or have been here
since 2008 but I do not feel that a topic on how to sharpen with a jewelers saw blade exists. I read
this was a good topic for me and to educate newbies into sharpening. I just did a review of how to
sharpen pocket knives with a jewelers saw blade in the VEGAS SHARP cut thread and included an
attachment. This is in response to the 1st reply; Rofkumpra I have never heard of a jewelers saw
blade as a good way to sharpen a knife. If I am not mistaken about how the jeweler's saw blade
works there should be a cutting wire at the edge of the blade. The pocket knife above is meant to be
used as a VESSEL for sharpening not to be used as a DIGITAL SCALER. To sharpen a pocket knife
with a jewelers saw blade will not provide a sharp edge for the pocket knife as is determined by a
blade that is sharp for ALL pocket knives with the same blade. An alignment of a blade will not
provide a sharp knife. To sharpen using a jewelers saw blade will become brittle and break off of the
edge of the blade. An sharp edge for all pocket knives with a particular sharpening tool is
determined by the sandpaper that the particular sharpening tool's edge is sharp on. I have never
heard of a jewelers saw blade as a good way to sharpen a knife. If I am not mistaken about how the

What's New in the?

Yunmai Document Recognition SDK is the subject of this development kit. With this SDK, developers
can create applications, such as mobile applications or PC desktop applications, that can process
various types of document files. In addition to this, this SDK also comes with many options to ensure
that the most accurate results can be generated from the first attempt. Developers can preview the
scanned content during OCR by means of some common image editing features that are built-in to
many image editing programs. For instance, developers can crop, flip, zoom in, remove red eyes or
resize the image. Orientation detection is another feature that this SDK comes with. For instance, it
is possible to detect where is the text in the scanned image. This can be useful as well, as some
scanners will allow you to rotate the scanned image. Moreover, this SDK can also recognize not only
text, but also barcodes and other image and vector-based documents. This means that the
components provided in this SDK can support virtually any type of document. Additionally,
developers can use this SDK by placing the required DLL files and their dependencies into the proper
location of their own projects. This SDK also requires that the host application is licensed. Yunmai
Document Recognition SDK Feature Set: The following are some of the features that this SDK can
perform: 1. Scan, organize and edit images, including documents, photos, or any other image type.
2. Discover text within images. 3. Detect edge of images. 4. Detect orientation of images. 5. Detect
barcodes. 6. Detect spelling mistakes. 7. Detect and crop faces. 8. Detect document properties:
pages, date, keywords, etc. 9. Detect page number of images. 10. Detect page orientation of
images. 11. Detect last page of image. 12. Detect and crop white margins. 13. Detect address and
label information from images. 14. Detect brand and product information from images. 15. Detect
dimensions of images. 16. Detect logo from images. 17. Detect text or email address from images.
18. Detect and crop date and month from images. 19. Detect and crop birth date from images. 20.
Detect text message from images. 21. Detect text, date and time from images. 22. Detect and crop
address information. 23. Detect and crop address, city and state of images. 24.
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System Requirements For Yunmai Document Recognition SDK:

Minimum OS: Windows XP SP2 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon X2 6400 Memory: 1
GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTS 250 or Radeon HD 2600 XT Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Additional Notes: With Steam installed, you must be running Windows
XP Service Pack 3 or later. A disc drive is required for installation. Iso-pack Iso-pack
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